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Agriculture, fertilizer, consumer products group
keeps our grocery shelves stocked
As you walk around your grocery store, it may not be apparent that Norfolk
Southern played a major role in stocking the shelves, but take a closer look. Breads,
cereals, and similar items may contain flour, wheat, sugar, soy, and corn syrup
transported by NS. That chicken you bought for dinner may have been fed corn
brought in NS railcars.
It doesn’t stop in the store. The gasoline in your car probably has ethanol in it
– also transported by NS. If you stopped for lunch at a popular fast food restaurant,
your french fries may have arrived via NS. If you had a glass of beer or wine, that
too may have traveled NS’ system.
NS’ agriculture, fertilizer, and consumer products marketing group touches lives
every day in the communities NS serves.

Norfolk Southern has worked
with grain shippers to improve
service through the use of 75-car
unit trains to elevators such as
this one in Canton, Ill.
n

John Kraemer, group vice
president agriculture, fertilizer,
and consumer products, visits the
Louis-Dreyfus biodiesel plant at
Claypool, Ind.
n

“We have an important role in the production of food products,
from the fertilizer used to grow crops to the supermarket to the table,”
said John Kraemer, group vice president agriculture, fertilizer, and
consumer products. “We also play a major role in bringing many other
products to your marketplace.”
The group’s efforts account for 12 percent of NS’ revenue annually.
It is not only food products that drive the group. Components for
fertilizer mixes such as potash and phosphates arrive in railcars to be
blended for agricultural and industrial use. NS also carries the finished
product to cooperatives such as Southern States for distribution. The
group also handles a wide range of cargo, including appliances, corn syrup for beverages, finished beverages, corn for ethanol production, finished ethanol, soybeans for
biodiesel, and finished biodiesel to name a few.
“Our product line is extremely diverse and makes a significant difference in the
quality of life in the communities we serve,” Kraemer said. “We work to expand NS’
reach into as many relevant markets as possible and provide the best service we can
to our customers who supply those markets.”
Norfolk Southern Corporation
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Commodities help grow NS’ business
and food production
Corn, soybeans, and wheat are helping to produce the nation’s food and grow
Norfolk Southern’s business. The agriculture, fertilizer, and consumer products
group handled record amounts of corn and soybeans in 2008.
“Last year, the corn we delivered to our feed mill network produced more than 11
billion pounds of poultry,” said Pat Simonic, director marketing agriculture. “We
also handled a record number of soybean shipments – 103.5 million bushels to
domestic processors and exports.”
Corn and soybeans are used for many products, including animal feed, food
products such as corn starch and corn syrup, food oils, ethanol (corn), and
biodiesel (soybeans). The amounts are surprising – for example, NS transported
731 million gallons of food oils in 2008. That’s more than two gallons for every
person in the U.S.
Rail transportation is important to food production.
“We depend on Norfolk Southern to supply our poultry operations in Virginia
and North Carolina,” said Heath Key, trader grains, commodity, and risk management at Tyson Foods. “Our facilities are off the beaten track, and it is critical that
we receive our feed products on time. Rail is the best solution for us.”
The Virginia Poultry Growers Coop depends on NS as well.
“Norfolk Southern has worked with us to improve our operations,” said Jim
Mason, president and general manager. “We had an old facility where we could
only accommodate seven rail cars at a time. We have since built a facility to NS
specifications to accommodate 75-car trains giving us a real advantage.”
Mason said his organization leases cars from NS and offers space on the 75-car
trains to other poultry producers in the area.
Wheat also plays a major role in the agricultural products business. NS serves
or has access to 43 flour mills and moved 131 million bushels of wheat in 2008.
“One half of the wheat we handle goes into breads and rolls, the other half
goes into cookies and crackers, and further processed foods” said Bob George,
product manager wheat and flour. “Our fastest growing segment is durum wheat
and semolina flour, used to manufacture pasta.”
NS serves the second largest flour mill in North America – Kraft Nabisco’s Toledo,
Ohio, mill. Nabisco ships more than 600,000 pounds of flour on NS each year,
destined to their bakeries across the U.S., where they produce a variety of brand
name snack foods.
NS also participates in Food Aid, a U.S. Department of Agriculture program that
supplies food and grain products to countries in need. NS’ participation was the
equivalent of 1.5 billion meals, up 24 percent in 2008. The program ships through
the ports of Norfolk, Houston, Lake Charles, and Chicago.
2
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Norfolk Southern serves or has
access to 43 flour mills, and in
2008, moved 131 million bushels
of wheat to domestic producers.
n

Our facilities are off the
beaten track, and it is
critical that we receive
our feed products on
time. Rail is the best
solution for us.
– Heath Key, Tyson Foods

NS fuels the economy with corn and soybeans
One of the fastest-growing segments of business for Norfolk Southern’s agriculture, fertilizer, and consumer products group is biofuels, which includes ethanol
and biodiesel.
Ethanol is the same type of alcohol found in alcoholic beverages. In fact, a small
amount of gasoline is blended with the alcohol to prevent anyone from consuming
it. It also is an energy source manufactured from renewable sources such as sugar
cane, sugar beets, switch grass, corn, and barley. In the United States, ethanol is
made largely from corn. Since the U.S. Energy Act of 2005, some areas of the U.S.
now require gasoline to be blended with up to a 10 percent blend of ethanol, and
the percentage is likely to grow.
Both ethanol and biodiesel are easily contaminated, so they cannot travel along
pipelines as petroleum-based fuel products can. That’s where NS comes into play.
Ethanol is carried by rail in tank cars from manufacturing plants to gasoline producers,
where it is blended into gasoline in various percentages.
“This market is growing because of the concerns about dependence on
petroleum-based products and the environment,” said Alan Julian, director
agricultural products. “We carry tank cars of ethanol from producers in the Midwest
to blending facilities that are strategically located throughout the NS rail network,
where it is blended with gasoline before being trucked to gas stations. Occasionally, we even ship corn to ethanol production facilities located on NS, where the
corn is used to make ethanol for the local market.”
Biodiesel is made from vegetable oils – especially soybean oil – and can be
blended with petroleum diesel to create a biodiesel blend.
“Biodiesel also is a rapidly growing market for NS,” said Steven Russell, product
manager food oils, feed, and soybeans. “Biodiesel shipments in 2008 were up 336
percent over the previous year. That equates to 93.7 million gallons and represents
13.4 percent of the total U.S. production capacity.”

The ethanol market is
growing because of the
concerns about dependence
on petroleum-based products
and the environment.
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Customers rely on NS to bring the corn and
soybeans into plants and carry the agrifuels out.
“Rail transportation is critical to our operation,”
said Murray Campbell, CEO of Southwest Georgia
Ethanol LLC, a Camilla, Ga., facility that produces 100
million gallons of ethanol annually. “Our corn comes
from the Midwest because Georgia does not have
enough corn for our purposes. We depend on Norfolk
Southern to bring us raw product and carry ethanol
and dry distilled grain for animal feed back out.”
NS serves, or will have access to, 27 ethanol and
biodiesel plants and 65 terminals. Last year, NS carried
more than 60,000 car loads to those locations, including
POET at Portland and Alexandria, Ind., and LouisDreyfus at Claypool, Ind. Soybeans are processed into
oil for biodiesel and meal for animal feeding at the
Louis Dreyfus plant, one of the largest plants in the U.S.

Ethanol is a growing business for
Norfolk Southern, especially in the
Northeast, as shown by this train
moving through Conemaugh, Pa.
n
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Unit trains expedite grain moves
Developing a more efficient way to move soybeans
and grain from elevators in the Midwest to the Southeast was a process improvement that Dan Plonk,
Norfolk Southern’s director transportation planning,
was eager to take on. Making sure NS customers get
the best service possible and increasing the productivity of unit trains was Plonk’s goal.
Two years ago, Plonk worked with Don Graab,
assistant vice president mechanical, to determine
how to move coal unit trains more efficiently. “We
decided to work our grain unit trains into the same type
of program,” Plonk said. “That way, we could solve
some service issues and make better use of our assets.”
The company already was using 75-car grain shuttle
trains to increase productivity.
One of these trains carries
We are able to move
about 2,000 acres worth of
more with less over
grain product. Using this
longer distances,
configuration was advantageous to NS shippers and NS,
to put it simply.
said Bob Ingram, national
account manager soybeans and feed ingredients. He
said many of the cars used in the service are leased, and
reducing that number was important to lowering costs.
“We are able to move more with less over longer
distances, to put it simply,” Ingram said.
The decision was made to include unit trains in the
Thoroughbred Operating Plan, the plan that determines
how and when trains move on NS’ system.
Since grain elevators are often located in remote
areas, making sure power was available was a key
component to better service and higher productivity.
Plonk and Graab worked to assign dedicated power
to the grain shuttles. The high-adhesion locomotives
stay with the 75-car trains and shuttle back and forth.
Producers and receivers must load and unload the
cars in 24 hours or less.
“Our operations are much more efficient with these
improvements,” Plonk said. “We have improved our
cycle times and transit times and reduced the number of
cars needed, and that benefits our customers and NS.”

Did you know?

In 2008, Norfolk Southern
carried in tons:

748,984
beer

564,509
canned goods
(excluding tomato paste and sauce)

It’s not just about food
Norfolk Southern’s agriculture, fertilizer and consumer products group provides
service to industries other than food and biofuels producers. Consumer products
such as appliances, plastic lumber, animal litter, and circus trains are some of the
diverse products that also arrive via NS.
One of the more interesting new business opportunities is transporting clothes
washers from Ohio to Mexico.
“It seems the most popular Mother’s Day gift in Mexico is a clothes washer, and we
saw that as a great opportunity,” said Alan Julian, marketing director agriculture.
The group also handles such commodities as fertilizer ingredients and military
equipment. “We have a very diverse mix of business that plays an important part
in the lives of many people,” Julian said. “We’re always looking for more ways to
increase our customer satisfaction, our business, and the quality of life in the
communities we serve.” n BizNS

394,281
tomato paste
and sauce

337,351
fresh and frozen
potatoes

295,867
malt
264,765
wine and
sparkling wine

(top) Kinder-Morgan Inc. receives
fertilizer components from Norfolk
Southern in Chesapeake, Va.

53,613
cheese

Beer is loaded onto a rail car
at the Miller/Coors plant in
Elkton, Va.

47,748
popcorn

n

n
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Intermodal group focused
Facing tough economy, NS intermodal group has a plan:
convert road freight to rail, position for long-term growth

We’re going to cast a bigger
net through service quality
and a larger network, and
I think that’s the story of 2009
and a fair amount of 2010.
– Mike McClellan
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Business may be down because of a battered economy, but Norfolk Southern’s
intermodal group has a lot going on.
The highly competitive intermodal world, where railroads often go head to head
with highway carriers, is not for the timid. The group works with some of the
railroad’s most demanding customers, where a few extra minutes of idling can
add up to millions of dollars.
Amid a tight economy, the intermodal group is focused on improving service,
cutting costs, and expanding NS’ reach. That is essential to ride out the recession
and to position the company for long-term growth, said Mike McClellan, vice
president intermodal and automotive marketing.

Intermodal transportation is
20 percent of Norfolk Southern’s
business by revenue.
n

Mike McClellan, vice president
intermodal and automotive
marketing
n

on long-term goals
“We’re going to cast a bigger net through service
quality and a larger network, and I think that’s the story
of 2009 and a fair amount of 2010,” McClellan said.
“As we do these things and continue to hang in there,
the silver lining is that we’re going to be that much
better prepared when the economy does come back.”
Over the past 15 years, intermodal – so named
because it involves moving freight by multiple modes
of transportation, including trains, trucks, and ships
– has emerged as one of NS’ fastest-growing business
segments. Currently, intermodal generates around
20 percent of the railroad’s annual revenue, second
only to coal.

Once slow, inefficient, and unprofitable, intermodal’s
fortunes began turning in the late 1990s, boosted by
a sharp rise in global trade and the advent of containers
to transport large-volume cargo. The big metal boxes
can be quickly lifted on and off trains and, unlike truck
trailers, stacked two to a rail car. That has doubled
the freight volume intermodal trains can haul, which
has lowered costs for NS and customers, made rail
more competitive with over-the-road carriers, and
reduced environmental effects.
Another boost came with NS’ 1999 acquisition of
a portion of Conrail’s assets. That extended NS’
intermodal network to large consumer markets in
Philadelphia, New York, and New England.

Norfolk Southern Corporation
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Development of new corridors
with new or expanded facilities,
plus increased capacity for
double-stack intermodal service,
is expected to help Norfolk
Southern gain new business and
expedite shipments.
n

The good news is
we are generating business.
It’s not all dark out there.
– Jim Bolander
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In the current business climate, the intermodal group’s emphasis is on converting
more short-haul domestic freight from highway to rail.
“The primary source of growth for NS is going to be truck diversion for the next
one to two years,” McClellan said. “As far as we can tell, economic growth is just
not in the picture.” The effort rests largely on the group’s “Good Housekeeping”
strategy – focused on hauling consumer products that people buy despite an economic
downturn, such as toothpaste, shampoo, laundry detergent, and kitchen staples.
NS is continually looking for ways to “connect the dots” with new service along
the railroad’s network, McClellan said. The goal is to offer more truck-competitive
service on short hauls of 550 to 1,200 miles, because that’s where the business is now.
In a major move in February, NS opened an intermodal terminal in Titusville, Fla.,
a $7 million investment that provides strategic access to central Florida’s consumer-rich markets around Orlando and Tampa. As part of that plan, NS launched a
new Chicago-to-Florida train, cutting transit time by 24 hours.

Jim Bolander, assistant
vice president intermodal
pricing and development
n

“It’s a big
deal to offer a
new train start
in the face of
this economy,
and it’s a bit
daunting,” said
Jim Bolander,
NS assistant
vice president intermodal pricing and development.
“The good news is we are generating business. It’s
not all dark out there.”
During March, NS averaged around 20 more units
per train on the faster Florida run than before the
new service was offered. “The great thing is this is
us working with the intermodal operations guys, the
people who run the terminals and design the trains,
and the people in transportation,” Bolander said.
“Everyone wants to grow.”
This spring, in another strategic move, NS and
regional partner Pan Am Railways began operating
Pan Am Southern, a joint venture to improve rail
service in New England and upstate New York. NS
made a $140 million commitment to this venture, in part
for infrastructure improvements to speed transit times
and add capacity to the rail line between Albany, N.Y.,
and Ayer, Mass. The improvements will include opening
a new terminal in Mechanicville, N.Y., expected in
2010, and two automotive ramps, providing NS’ first
foray into the region’s automobile market.
The Mechanicville terminal, to be located on the
strategic route between Chicago and Boston, will
give NS the capacity needed to run double-stack
trains. Presently, NS runs single-stack trains on the
route because the five-mile-long Hoosac tunnel, built
in 1875 and located between Albany and Boston, is
not tall enough for double-stacks to safely transit.
With the new terminal’s expanded capacity, doublestack trains leaving Chicago will have containers
bound for the Boston market on bottom and Albany
containers on top. After reaching Mechanicville,

the top containers will be removed, or “filleted,” for
distribution, and the single-stack train will proceed to
Massachusetts. Single-stack trains on the return trip
will stop in Mechanicville to have containers placed
on top, or a “toupee,” before heading to Chicago. NS
has dubbed it the “fillet” and “toupee” operation.
“It’s a very progressive type of operation, very
efficient,” McClellan said.
Such innovation helps win new customers. Last
year, NS started a train run between Charlotte, N.C.,
and Miami for an apparel maker that ships cloth to a
factory in Guatemala, where it is sewn into T-shirts
and then shipped back to the U.S. in containers. “It
used to be all moved by truck, but we put together a
truck-competitive service and it’s been converted to
rail now,” Bolander said.
NS is working on other projects to make new
intermodal connections in existing markets, including
runs from Savannah to Harrisburg, Pa., and to New
Jersey. These routes would serve such valued users
as Target and paper company Georgia-Pacific.

Besides these connect-the-dots efforts, NS has invested
millions of dollars to boost performance on the railroad’s
primary intermodal lines – the Heartland Corridor,
the Meridian Speedway, and the Crescent Corridor.
The Crescent Corridor parallels interstates I-81 and
I-85 up the Eastern Seaboard from Memphis and
New Orleans. The corridor is ideally situated to
take more than one million trucks off the highway
ultimately, significantly easing traffic congestion
and reducing emissions of carbon exhaust fumes.
The Meridian Speedway offers shippers the shortest
and fastest rail route between West Coast ports to
the southeast, as well as improved access to Dallas
and other interline markets with the Kansas City
Southern Railway.
Faced now with a global drop in trade, NS
intermodal’s international segment is concentrating
on corridor improvements to bolster business when

Norfolk Southern Corporation
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In coming years, NS expects
more container ships from
Asian markets to offload
freight on the East Coast
instead of in California, a trend
that began several years ago.

the recession ends. By 2010, for instance, an improved Heartland Corridor will
clear the way for more double-stack trains and cut transit times by up to a day for
freight moving between mid-Atlantic ports and Midwest markets.
“Our big emphasis right now is to strengthen our services at the East Coast ports
to take advantage of the traffic flows that are going to be coming in the next several
years,” said Chris Luebbers, NS group manager international marketing.
In coming years, NS expects more container ships from Asian markets to offload
freight on the East Coast instead of in California, a trend that began several years
ago. In 2003, about 60 percent of NS’ international container business started or
ended on the West Coast and about 40 percent on the East Coast. Now, those
percentages are reversed.
“We want to make sure we have the right infrastructure and services in place
to handle it, whichever way it flows,” Luebbers said. “Our transcontinental rail
network is strong already, and now we’re focused heavily on the East Coast.”
NS’ push into the short-haul market has accelerated as more companies locate
manufacturing plants and distribution centers closer to customers to reduce
shipping and other costs, a shift known as regionalization. That’s bringing more
business opportunities to East Coast population centers, the heart of NS’ network.
Already, such intermodal facilities as NS’ new Rickenbacker terminal in Columbus,
Ohio, which debuted last year as a Heartland Corridor improvement, has spurred
development of distribution centers.

NS’ success in converting over-the-road freight

Bob Huffman, vice president
intermodal operations
n

Providing double-stack service
on new corridors such as the
Meridian Speedway, which
connects Meridian, Miss., and
Shreveport, La., will expedite
shipments. The speedway is a
joint venture between NS and the
Kansas City Southern.
n
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depends on boosting performance and reducing
customer costs. Over the past three years, NS’
intermodal terminals have slashed the average dwell
time for dray truck drivers by a third – to 24 minutes
in 2008 from 36 minutes in ’05. The drayage drivers
haul freight for trucking and intermodal marketing
companies that typically serve as the link between
rail terminals and a customer’s front door.
A 12-minute reduction in dwell time may not seem
like much, but those extra minutes over a year’s time
add up to millions of dollars in savings. Truckers spend
less time waiting and idling, which also reduces fuel
use and exhaust emissions.
“We looked at every facet of our operations and made changes at every terminal,”
said Bob Huffman, vice president intermodal operations. The makeovers ranged
from the way containers are stacked in the yards to reassignment of employees,
cranes, and hostlers, the trucks that move cargo around the terminals.
In some cases, NS is using technology to speed the flow. NS has installed
automated gate systems, or AGS, at some of the busiest intermodal terminals,
including Rickenbacker, Austell near Atlanta, and Croxton in North Jersey, and has
funds to install AGS at Chicago’s 63rd Street and in Charlotte, with future plans
for six more. Truckers pass through a portal equipped with digital cameras and
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scanning equipment that automatically identifies
freight arriving or departing at the terminals.
NS is working with a private supplier to build
“intelligent” computer systems designed to manage
in real time various terminal operations, including
the most efficient way to stack containers and direct
crane operations, Huffman said.
With such improvements, NS in many markets now
can match the service of over-the-road carriers and
at a lower cost. For intermodal freight moving on NS’
“Blue Streak” train over the Meridian Speedway, the
railroad offers on-time performance or a money-back
guarantee to shippers.
Given highway congestion, a long-term shortage
of truck drivers, rising fuel costs, and environmental
concerns over carbon dioxide emissions, the outlook
for NS’ intermodal looks promising.
“Everything says that intermodal is a winning
solution,” Huffman said. “There’s no question that
intermodal is going to be the growth engine of this
company as we go forward.” n BizNS
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Everything says that intermodal is a winning solution.
There’s no question that intermodal is going to be the
growth engine of this company as we go forward.
– Bob Huffman
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In slow economy, NS’ automotive marketing group
emphasizes service, efficiencies, and long-term success
To rephrase best-selling author Robert Schuller, tough times don’t last, but tough
Transporting vehicles is a
very competitive business,
and excellent service
solidifies our relationship and
our current business with
Honda and Toyota.
– David Julian

Toyota vehicles are loaded into a
trilevel rail car at Georgetown, Ky.

n

A Norfolk Southern unilevel car
used to transport large vehicles
such as school buses is readied
for loading in Elkhart, Ind.
n
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companies do. Given the challenges posed by a sluggish economy, the folks in
Norfolk Southern’s automotive marketing group are setting an example in toughness.
With auto production down significantly over the past year, NS’ automotive
team is making the necessary adjustments to account for lower freight volumes
while staying focused on what has made the railroad a lasting success – quality
service, cost-efficient performance, and investment in the future.
Customers are recognizing that commitment. In December, NS received Honda’s
2008 Performance Excellence Award for Rail Origin Carrier of the Year. In March,
NS earned Toyota’s 2008 President’s Award for Logistics Excellence – for the sixth
time – and earned kudos for damage-free delivery and on-time performance. NS
transported 552,000 Toyota vehicles in ’08, including from auto plants in
Georgetown, Ky., Lafayette, Ind., and Princeton, Ind.
Earning those awards is a big deal.
“Transporting vehicles is a very competitive business, and this solidifies our
relationship and our current business with Honda and Toyota,” said David
Julian, NS president automotive and supply chain services. “It demonstrates our
ability to provide the highest levels of service to meet our customers’ needs.”
Such superior performance opens the door to new business opportunities, said
Barbara Vodzak, group manager international automotive. “It shows not only
other railroads, but other shippers, what we’re capable of doing,” she said.
Honda’s award of excellence recognized NS’ transit performance, inventory
control/empty railcar supply, and audit operations at the Lincoln, Ala., auto
assembly plant rail-loading facility. NS hauls Odyssey minivans and Pilot SUVs
from the plant to a distribution ramp 970 miles away in Ridgefield Heights, N.J.

Working with Conrail, which moves the vehicles
from NS’ Croxton, N.J., rail yard to Ridgefield Heights,
the railroad reprioritized the freight to move it faster
through that busy urban corridor. The bottom line: NS
slashed nearly 30 hours off the delivery time, reduced
operating expenses for NS and Honda, and got cars
to auto dealers faster.
That performance factored into Honda’s selection
of NS last fall as the primary rail carrier for a new
auto assembly plant in Greensburg, Ind. In addition,
Honda plans this summer to transfer part of its U.S.
production of Accords, a top-selling model, to the
Lincoln plant from Marysville, Ohio.
With overall vehicle shipments down due to the
recession, NS has focused on lowering operating costs,
improving service, and positioning the company for
when the economy recovers.
Late last year, for example, NS opened a switching
yard in Elyria, Ohio, for multilevel railcars that
transport vehicles. Empty bilevel and trilevel railcars
are dropped at the hub and sorted by size before being
sent to assembly plants. The move has cut down on

past delays caused when railcars were sorted and
rerouted at the auto plants. Eventually, NS hopes to
open two more of the switching hubs.
“Whenever you can cycle those cars faster, you
save not only operating expenses but also equipment
capital, because you can load them more frequently,
which translates into capacity,” Julian said.
After several years of testing, NS in 2008 launched
operation of a unilevel railcar capable of hauling
highway truck tractors, school buses, farm equipment,
and other large vehicles. NS now has 55 of the
railcars, aiming to gain business in what Julian calls
a virtually untapped market for rail transportation.
NS investments in technology also are creating
new business possibilities for automotive. Improvements in information technology and billing software,
for example, will allow NS to track and bill automakers
by individual vehicles rather than by railcar load.
That means vehicles of different automakers can be
loaded on the same railcars, allowing NS to build
trains more quickly and efficiently to serve various
car manufacturers located on the same rail line,
Julian said.
NS now is piloting such a co-load program with
Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler. The technology holds
promise for transporting European and Asian import
vehicles coming into NS-served ports, Julian said.
In another effort, NS’ push to expand its rail network
holds promise. New auto distribution facilities, for
example, are planned for 2010 near Albany, N.Y., and
near Boston as part of the Pan Am Southern joint
venture between NS and Pan Am Railways. The new
intermodal corridor will give NS its first automotive
presence in that population-rich New England market.
Already, Julian said, NS has a contract to serve
Ford’s delivery of vehicles in this region when the
railroad’s two new auto facilities open.
“While automotive production has been at unprecedented low levels, it won’t be that way forever,”
Julian said. “Demand for autos will continue long-term,
the market will come back, and we’re going to be
well-positioned to serve that market and continue
to grow.” n BizNS
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NS intermodal group markets rail as a way for shippers to be ‘green’
A Norfolk Southern train can haul nearly as much freight as 300 trucks and usually

Corridor improvement
projects can take hundreds
of thousands of trucks off the
highway, which
reduces greenhouse gases,
fuel consumption, and
highway congestion.

1 Train =
A Norfolk Southern train can
haul nearly as much freight as 300
trucks and usually do it at a lower
cost. Each purple box represents
one truck that is taken off the
road due to intermodal.

n
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do it at a lower cost. Besides that, NS’ transit times and reliability have improved
to the point that in many lanes of traffic, the railroad can match the on-time
performance of an over-the-road trucker.
For the past year, NS’ intermodal group has been offering customers another
compelling reason to take their freight off the highway – rail is greener.
That message is getting results.
In February, for example, NS closed on a bid award with Procter & Gamble, the
consumer products company, that is expected to increase the volume of P&G’s
2009 rail shipments by around 20 percent over last year.
“One reason P&G is pursuing intermodal is because of the sustainability
benefits – there’s less diesel fuel consumed, it’s more fuel efficient, and there are
reduced carbon emissions,” said Nalini Bates, purchases group manager in
logistics for P&G.
The company currently is focused on converting freight to rail on lanes of traffic
moving more than 750 miles, where trains tend to have the greatest cost advantage
over trucks, she said.
Like NS, Procter & Gamble produces a sustainability report that includes steps
being taken to reduce the company’s carbon footprint.
Many shippers have been in the vanguard of a green movement among businesses,
especially multinational corporations such as P&G that trade in overseas markets
where carbon-dioxide emissions already are regulated. In spring 2008, based on
growing interest in reducing environmental impacts, NS unveiled its “Green Machine,”
a computer program that calculates the carbon savings of shifting freight from
highway to rail.
Since then, NS has worked up rail-versus-road carbon-footprint plans for such
firms as P&G, General Mills, Kellogg’s, Tyco, Campbell’s Soup, and Unilever.
“There’s a whole group of companies that really embrace the importance of
being green, and they are adopting intermodal to move their products as a really

Railroads are a more
environmentally friendly
mode of transportation,
moving a ton of freight
436 miles vs. 120 miles
for trucks.
n

quick way to reduce their carbon footprint,” said
Mike McClellan, NS vice president intermodal and
automotive marketing. Moving goods by rail – with
trucks used on either end of the shipment – can reduce
carbon emissions by around 60 percent, he added.
A single train can transport a ton of freight 436 miles
on a gallon of diesel versus 120 miles for a truck,
while an intermodal train loaded with double-stack
containers can carry as much freight as 280 trucks.
The investments NS is making to improve its rail
network, such as the Heartland and Crescent corridors,
carry substantial public benefits for the country.
“These projects can take hundreds of thousands
of trucks off the highway, which reduces greenhouse

gases, fuel consumption, and highway congestion,”
said Shawn Tureman, NS group manager
intermodal yield.
Also, improvements to allow double-stack intermodal
trains to ride the Heartland Corridor from Norfolk, Va.,
ports to Midwest markets will shorten the movement
of some rail trips by more than 200 miles and speed
transit times by a day.
“For every mile we take out of the rail circuit, we
cut down on fuel, remove more carbon, and reduce
our environmental footprint,” Tureman said. “You
can have a positive impact on the bottom line and
the environment.”
To tout such benefits and reinforce the Thoroughbred brand, NS has ramped up marketing efforts.
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For every mile we take out
of the rail circuit, we cut
down on fuel, remove more
carbon, and reduce our
environmental footprint.
You can have a positive
impact on the bottom line
and the environment.
– Shawn Tureman

Operations at Norfolk Southern’s
Austell, Ga., intermodal facility
n
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“We want people to be able to recognize the value that we bring to the table
as an intermodal carrier,” said Ed Elkins, director marketing domestic intermodal.
“The carbon calculator is part of the value that we add to the equation. The green
aspect of rail is one of the big pitches we make.”
Currently, the cost savings shippers can achieve using rail – and not the carbon
savings – are the primary draw for intermodal services. That could change, however,
if Congress approves legislation that caps carbon emissions and requires companies
to buy permits to emit the gas. President Obama has said he favors such a federal
regulatory program to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions, which are thought to
contribute to global warming.
Until U.S. businesses are charged a price for carbon emissions, setting a
market value on efforts to reduce emissions is difficult, said Jerri Parks, director
intermodal and automotive systems. It’s all “soft” benefits now, she said, such as
enabling companies to advertise themselves as green to consumers.
“In a market where carbon is regulated and there’s a cost, then that becomes a
game changer and makes rail even more attractive,” she said.
Parks played an instrumental role in NS’ development of the Green Machine. The
experience of using the calculator will better position the railroad to maneuver in
a carbon-regulated world, she said.
“We’re gaining expertise and knowledge, and that’s important,” Parks said. “There’s
value in us being able to help guide our customers through what we’ve learned.”
n BizNS

Trucking companies such as J.B.
Hunt have partnered with NS. This
train is moving through Otego, N.Y.
n

Truck transport companies find value in intermodal;
NS’ approach to rail service earns positive reviews
As Norfolk Southern moves aggressively to convert
over-the-highway freight to rail, it may come as a
surprise to learn that a trucking company, J.B. Hunt
Transport Inc., is the railroad’s largest volume
intermodal customer.
In fact, since J.B. Hunt started using rail as part of
its transit supply chain in the early 1990s, the motor
carrier’s intermodal division has evolved into its own
largest business segment.
What drove J.B. Hunt to intermodal were its obvious
efficiencies and cost advantages, said Tom Williams,
the Arkansas-based carrier’s senior vice president
intermodal. The ability of a train to haul multiple
container loads versus a single load for a tractortrailer on the highway is compelling, Williams said.
“Service and integrity of the product are always
important,” Williams said, “but when you can do those
things in conjunction with an improvement in your basic
costs, that’s really a complete win all the way around
and is something you can’t ignore.”

In the intermodal model J.B. Hunt has developed,
trucks, known as dray transporters, haul trailers or
containers at the beginning and ending points of a
freight movement – picking up or delivering freight
at a customer’s door – while trains move the cargo
between those two points.
Given rising fuel prices, increasing highway
congestion, and a long-term shortage of truck drivers,
the future of intermodal looks bright, Williams predicts.
NS’ rail network, situated east of the Mississippi
but with strong interline connections to western
markets, is in the heart of where the nation’s over-theroad trucking industry still lives, he noted.
“We believe there’s a huge opportunity to convert
many thousands, if not millions, of loads off of the
highway and onto an intermodal product, and Norfolk
Southern is leading the bandwagon there,” Williams
said. “It’s hard to envision something that would get
in the way of the momentum and success as it relates
to intermodal.”
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UPS is one of Norfolk Southern’s
biggest premium service customers.
Here, an intermodal train travels
through South Fork, Pa.
n

Earlier this year, UPS
recognized the premium
service NS provided during the
parcel carrier’s 2008 peak
season, from Thanksgiving to
the day after Christmas.
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J.B. Hunt was an industry leader in converting highway business to rail, starting
with a western railroad on a long-haul run from Los Angeles to Chicago. The
company worked with railroads to smooth out initial problems with service, on-time
performance, and freight integrity.
What differentiates NS is how the railroad is planning for the future, Williams said.
“You’re making what we think are some really wise decisions, in terms of how
you are developing your network, such as the Crescent Corridor and the Heartland
Corridor,” he said. “It seems NS really has this clear vision of the opportunities,
and we admire and share that vision.”
That NS and other Class 1 railroads have addressed service issues is apparent
from the use of intermodal by another valued customer – United Parcel Service,
viewed by many as one of the most demanding trucking operations in the business.
Railroads offer a cost-effective alternative for UPS to move parcel containers
around the country, and NS has been a good business partner, said Kelley Anderson,
UPS’ general manager rail-corporate transportation.
“NS people have taken the time to understand our business, and they ask the
right questions relative to where our business can be placed on the rail,” Anderson
said. “The service has proven itself to be reliable and consistent, and the innovation
NS has displayed in regards to new service offerings has sparked a lot of interest
within our company.”
Anderson said NS’ new Chicago-to-Florida service, introduced as part of the
opening of an intermodal terminal in Titusville, Fla., and infrastructure improvements to NS’ mainline corridors all make the railroad more attractive to UPS.
“The package business we’re involved in has proven itself to be compatible
with intermodal, and we’re going to continue to use rail based on our growth and
as the railroads continue to be reliable and consistent,” Anderson said.
Earlier this year, UPS recognized the premium service NS provided during the
parcel carrier’s 2008 peak season, from Thanksgiving to the day after Christmas.
NS delivered failure-free service, meaning that all of UPS’ packages arrived by
rail on time with no damages or losses.
“They make us a better railroad by the service levels they expect from us,”
said Jim Bolander, NS assistant vice president intermodal pricing and
development. “It requires everybody out there, from the train crews and the
mechanical people to everybody in transportation, maintenance-of-way, and
terminal operations, to make these trains run like they do. In December, you
generally have bad weather, and we survived all that. It’s all part of the service
quality we try to deliver.” n BizNS

NS is enhancing its blocking
and classification system.
n

Routing freight cars as simple as ABC
Moving freight cars across Norfolk Southern’s 21,000mile system can be a challenge. Some 190,000 cars
move daily through that system, and finding the most
efficient and safest route is an important component
of customer service. The company’s computer-based
algorithmic blocking and classification system, ABC,
does just that. It determines in which block – a group
of cars going to the same destination – a freight car
will travel most efficiently. NS has used this technology for nearly 15 years.
Dan Plonk, director transportation planning, said
NS is a leader in using the technology. “Our system
automatically gathers data from waybills and uses
that data to quickly
The system automatically determine the best
he said. “Other
gathers data from waybills route,”
railroads use systems
and uses that data to quickly that make operating
determine the best route. plan changes very
difficult to implement
quickly. We can make those changes in a day, where
the others may take weeks, and that means a lot to
our customers.”
Currently, ABC uses the number of miles a car
must travel and how many times it may have to be
handled to calculate the most cost-efficient route.

NS is enhancing ABC
as part of its Track 2012
process. Track 2012 is
a five-year plan to
significantly improve
all aspects of the
company’s business.
Known as next-generation ABC, the enhanced
program will add the element of time to the car-routing
equation. It will continue to use mileage and the
number of times a car must be handled, and it will
add how much time it will take on a particular route
to better determine the most cost-efficient route.
“Using the enhanced system, we might determine
that a car could take a longer route in terms of mileage,
but arrive in less time,” Plonk said.
“That improves customer service and reduces costs.”
Plonk said savings of up to $3 million annually may
be realized with ABC next generation. He added that
phase two will include yard capacity and train capacity.
“When we get all of our enhancements in the
system, we will reduce our costs in many ways,”
Plonk said. “We will be able to put cars on trains that
have available capacity, reducing the need for extra
trains. We will also be able to keep yards from
overflowing with cars. All of that adds up to better
service for our customers.” n BizNS
Norfolk Southern Corporation
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SPIRIT Awards recognize performance, innovation
Norfolk Southern’s SPIRIT Award program recognizes
exceptional accomplishments of NS employees. The
SPIRIT Award for Performance recognizes individuals
or teams for superior performance outside normal job
responsibilities, exceptional performance of job
responsibilities, or successful completion of a high
impact project. The SPIRIT Award for Innovation
recognizes individuals or teams for making a significant contribution in the creation, development, or
diffusion of innovative solutions to business challenges.
The Chairman’s SPIRIT Award recognizes the most
outstanding achievement among the year’s SPIRIT
Award winners.
One project that earned a SPIRIT Award for
Performance in the first quarter of 2009 was completion of an upgrade of the track inspection equipment
on NS’ two track geometry cars. The cars travel the
system and use sophisticated electronic equipment
to monitor track condition and identify problem areas.
Upgrading the equipment has significant impact on
NS’ ability to maintain its track system.

NS’ track geometry cars
travel the system, analyzing
track conditions.
n
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Sean Woody, manager track inspection and
development, was recognized for his leadership of
the project. Woody coordinated the $8 million
project that involved replacement of older equipment with more accurate and reliable equipment.
That new equipment adds a GPS stamp to each
sample reading, which helps in long-range program
maintenance planning. The GPS data works with
NS’ GIS mapping project to show trends in track
wear and degradation to better allocate track
maintenance funds. The project also included
rebuilding an SD-40 locomotive as a new instrument
platform and rebuilding two passenger cars that
accompany the track geometry cars.
If you would like to nominate an individual or team,
check the Track 2012 & innovatioNS page on the
Employee Resource Center for details.
Contact Kimberly Thompson at (757) 664-5145
for questions about the SPIRIT Award for Performance,
and Justin Meko at (757) 629-2730 for questions
regarding the SPIRIT Award for Innovation. n BizNS

First-quarter SPIRIT Award winners
SPIRIT Award
for
Performance

SPIRIT Award
for
Innovation

Bryan R. Banfield, supervisor work equipment technical, Conway, Pa.
Christopher D. Clay, machinist, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Robert H. Cochran, manager audits, Roanoke
Joe L. Fish, machinist, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Don R. Goss, regional supervisor prevention and field services, Elizabeth, N.J.
Robert W. Hale, systems manager crew management center, Atlanta
John W. Kline, yardmaster, Reading, Pa.
Dan M. Lints, locomotive engineer, Elkhart, Ind.
John T. Moon, manager strategic planning, Norfolk
Catherine E. Swain, internal auditor, Roanoke
Michael J. Tuck, internal auditor, Roanoke
Stephen Sean Woody, manager track inspection and development, Roanoke

Forest D. Fields, carman, Decatur, Ill.
Mark V. Lessley, laborer, Decatur, Ill.
Mike W. Patrick, pipefitter, Decatur, Ill.
Tracey L. Sumpter, carman, Decatur, Ill.
D. Wayne Taylor, carman, Decatur, Ill.
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On the cover:
A dump truck is loaded into
a new Norfolk Southern unilevel
car at Lambert’s Point Docks
in Norfolk. The car was
designed to transport
large vehicles,
helping NS attract
new business.
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Call for entries for the 2010
wall calendar contest
Once again, it is time to pick up your camera or sort through those train photographs and submit your entries for the annual Norfolk Southern wall calendar
contest. You can win $500 and 50 calendars and have your name and photo appear
on 100,000 copies. The contest is open to active employees of NS and subsidiaries.
You may enter up to five images. For digital photos, use a four-megapixel or
higher camera and submit images on a CD along with a README file giving
specifics of the photo and photographer information. RAW or TIF images are
preferred. Do not over sharpen the image.
For slides, submit horizontal images only. If you are submitting large
format transparencies or prints, send the entire negative strip. For each
photo, provide details, such as location and time of year, origin, destination,
and cargo, if known. Entry deadline is Aug. 3, 2009.
For more calendar contest details and to print out an entry form,
go to www.nscorp.com/calendar.If you have questions, contact
Rhonda Broom, manager advertising and promotions, at (757) 629-2706 or e-mail
rhonda.broom@nscorp.com.
n BizNS
Send entries to:
2010 Calendar Contest
Norfolk Southern Corp.
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, VA 23510-9217
As always, practice
Thoroughbred safety
when taking photographs.

All materials used in the production of this publication are recycled.
Please help the environment by doing your part and recycling.

